Inverse modeling on decomposed electroencephalographic data: a way forward?
Inverse modeling is typically applied to instantaneous electroencephalogram signals. However, this approach has several shortcomings including its instability to model multiple and deep located dipole sources and the interference of background noise may hamper the sensitivity, stability, and precision of the estimated dipoles. This article validates different dipole estimation techniques to find the most optimal combination of different analysis principles using both simulations and recordings. Electroencephalogram data were simulated with six known source locations. First, a dataset was simulated with sources chosen to mimic somatosensory-evoked potentials to electrical stimuli. Additionally, 20 further datasets were simulated each containing six randomly located and oriented sources. The simulated sources included superficial, deep, and simultaneously active sources. Furthermore, somatosensory-evoked potentials to median nerve stimuli were recorded from one subject. On both simulated and recorded evoked potential data, three different methods of signal decomposition were compared: independent component analysis (ICA), second-order blind identification (SOBI), and multichannel matching pursuit (MMP). For inverse modeling of the brain sources, the DIPFIT function of the EEGLAB software was used on raw and decomposed data. MMP was able to separate all simulated components that corresponded to superficial, deep, and simultaneously active sources. ICA and SOBI were only able to find components that corresponded to superficial sources. For the 20 randomized simulations, the results from the evoked potential simulation were reproduced. Inverse modeling on MMP components (atoms) was better than on ICA or SOBI components (P < 0.001). DIPFIT on MMP atoms localized 99.2% of the simulated dipoles in correct areas with their correct time/frequency distribution. DIPFIT on ICA and SOBI components localized 35% and 39.6%, respectively of the simulated dipoles in correct areas. As for the real-evoked potentials recorded in one subject, DIPFIT on MMP atoms allowed us to build a dipole model closer to the current physiological knowledge than dipole modeling of ICA and SOBI components. The results show that using MMP before inverse modeling is a reliable way to noninvasively estimate cortical activation.